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FOREWORD - NABARRO
Nabarro is excited to present this second report
by AltFi Data on the status of equity crowdfunded
companies in the UK. Last year’s AltFi Data report
marked a key step in understanding the state of this
market, which many hope will become an accepted
investment class in its own right.
Equity crowdfunding has an important role to play in
unlocking capital for entrepreneurs and start-ups. It also
provides investors with an alternative asset class, in an
economy with plummeting interest rates in traditional
investments. However investors need to be fully aware
of the risks they face with equity crowdfunding, which is
why this AltFi Data report is so important.
The power of this report lies in its data and the
health-check it provides on companies, which provides
invaluable insight into exactly what benefits equity
crowdfunding may provide to both investors and
companies and also where the risks lie. It gives people
the tools they need when looking at the industry. The

information on ‘exits’ is particularly exciting, as this
is the figure investors are looking for when assessing
the likelihood of making returns. However achieving
an exit takes time and we are still waiting for many
crowdfunded companies to reach the maturity they
need to achieve an IPO or other similar exit event.
However there are encouraging figures here which
show that an increasing proportion of crowdfunded
ventures are in good health.
Nabarro is proud to have helped shape the equity
crowdfunding industry through acting for many
of the key players in the market. We welcome
the development of the industry, driven both by
stakeholders such as platforms and investors, but also
by regulators and independent bodies such as AltFi
Data. We look forward to discussing this report and
the vital data it contains with you and hope that it plays
a part in helping this exciting industry to continue to
thrive.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Before the age of the internet gave rise to equity
crowdfunding, equity in fast-growing young companies
was difficult, if not impossible, for most investors to
access. The outsized gains available had hitherto been
the preserve of high net worth angels and VCs alone.
And, even for them, the cost of origination could be
very high. Equally, before the pioneers of this sector
launched their platforms, it was difficult for fast-growing
customers to access investors who understood their
proposition or market. Online equity crowdfunding
and the various platforms which facilitate it have
fundamentally changed the game for both young
companies and the investors who want to back them.

“Do you have any figure on the level of investment losses
suffered?”

However, with outsized rewards come outsized risks,
Soon, the sceptics were asking if the new cohort of
investors understood those risks. At the 22 October
2015 meeting of the Treasury Select Committee, Chris
Philp MP voiced concerns about equity crowdfunding
saying:
“I’m concerned that it might be the next big regulatory or
financial services scandal.”

Our 2016 report reveals the status of all companies
that have been funded using equity crowdfunding, since
the industry was conceived in 2011. It also provides
a framework which allows investors to appraise the
emerging picture of risk and return in the asset class. It
is still early in the context of the extended equity return
life cycle, but a clearer picture is emerging. The report
also reviews the progress towards better disclosures
and highlights signs of further advances to come.

Her reply did not provide reassurance:
“We don’t have a current figure”.
For equity crowdfunding to win the trust of
government, regulators and investors alike, all
interested parties must understand the rewards and the
risks. In the year since AltFi Data’s ‘Where are they now?’
was published, great steps have been taken towards
delivering the necessary disclosure to allow this asset
class to develop.

He went on to quiz Tracey McDermott, then Acting
Chief Executive of the FCA:

Some Headline Statistics

955

across

751

companies

88
79
533
34
216
5

‘red’
‘amber’
‘green’
‘downround’
‘upround’
‘exits’
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INTRODUCTION
Research Rationale
The ‘Where are they now’ survey and analysis was
performed in 2015 to begin identifying the returns
available from the nascent ‘equity crowdfunding’ sector.
It remains unique as an accurate study - performed by
an independent third party - into the prevailing status
of companies that have raised equity capital on a
crowdfunding site.
The research acknowledged that equity investment
returns evolve over a long period of time. Given the
relative youth of the sector, this means it is still too early
to get a clear picture as both realisations and failures
take time to emerge. The report therefore deliberately
placed the emphasis on the analysis into the current
status of the companies in the sample. Whilst an IRR
analysis was also performed, the limitations of this
approach on such a young asset class were made clear.
Twelve months on, the data set has become far
richer. The sample size has grown from 431 to 955
campaigns and each cohort has had more time to
develop. This means more examples of value having
been created and more cases where value has been
lost. Nonetheless, readers should appreciate that many
of the companies in the sample are still immature in
the context of the long-term nature of equity returns.
We have performed another IRR analysis, but continue
to find the ‘status’ analysis a better source of definitive
conclusions.
Current and future investors in equity crowdfunding
need to be able to judge the likelihood of generating
an investment return. A key indicator which will help
investors appraise this, is identifying the prevailing
status today of companies that have been previously
funded.
Definitively identifying the current status of these
companies allows investors to begin to assess the
track record of this new asset class, at least in terms of
discerning a business success/failure rate. Beyond that,
we can also attempt to value the portfolio comprising all

companies funded to date. However, the youthfulness
of the sample, and the long term nature of equity
returns, mean that this analysis should be presented
with a significant caveat. And of course these mainly
represent ‘paper’ valuations only. There have been
a small number of ‘exits’ where investors have had a
chance to realise their investments. But in almost all
other cases, the opportunity to realise cash from these
investments has not yet materialised.
In the twelve months since ‘Where are they now’ was
published, crowdfunding platforms have made it easier
to track the status of past campaigns. However, this
data is not always summarised at the platform level
and, as far as we are aware, last year’s report was the
only time this data was aggregated across the industry.
We hope that by providing objective and quantitative
third party analysis we can improve visibility over the
sector and increase investor confidence. We highly
commend the platforms that have improved disclosures
relating to company status but we continue to believe
that independent validation can provide additional
objectivity that makes data significantly more credible.
The FCA made some interesting comments in the ‘call
for input’ to their ‘post implementation review’ of the
rules governing crowdfunding. In the section relating
to ‘disclosure’ in investment-based crowdfunding (i.e.
equity crowdfunding) they revealed that:
“Based on the outcome of the review, to help potential
investors better understand the risks, we could consider
whether to mandate additional disclosures, for example
setting out how many businesses that raised funds have
since failed and how many have had successful payouts.”
In our view, such disclosures would be most
meaningful if validated and aggregated by an
independent third party. AltFi Data hopes that this
report will continue to assist the industry in establishing
a standard for such disclosure.
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Report Objectives
This report has two objectives:
•

•

To make an accurate and up-to-date appraisal of the
current status of companies that have raised finance
using equity crowdfunding in the UK.
To make recommendations for standards of best
practice that will serve the long-term interests of the
industry.

Report Scope
This report surveys the companies that have raised
equity finance on the most significant platforms since
the industry began in 2011:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crowdcube
Seedrs
SyndicateRoom
Venture Founders
Code Investing (previously CrowdBnk)
Angels Den (new addition for 2016)

•

This report is based on a data set that has tracked
every campaign funded from the industry’s
inception in 2011 until a cut-off at 30 June 2016 i.e.
end of H1 2016
The status of each campaign was reviewed as at 30
September 2016.

•

This amounts to 955 equity crowdfunding rounds by
751 companies up to the end of calendar H1 2015.

CROWDCUBE – in their own words

Crowdcube, one of the U.K.’s leading equity crowdfunding
platforms, enables entrepreneurs to take back control of
raising finance with the added benefit of being backed
by the crowd. For its 300,000 registered members,
Crowdcube provides a platform for investors to handpick
the businesses they want to back and invest anytime,
anywhere.
To date, more than £189 million has been raised on
Crowdcube for over 400 businesses including Monzo,
JustPark, Revolut, Eden Project and goHenry.
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Seedrs – in their own words

VentureFounders – in their own words

Seedrs democratises investment, allowing all types
of investors to invest as little or as much as they like in
businesses they believe in and share in their success. And
it allows ambitious businesses in all sectors to raise capital
and build community through an efficient, online process.

With VentureFounders, sophisticated investors can
join VCs and angels to invest in early-stage, fast-growth
UK businesses, which have been vetted and backed by
the professionals.

The platform has funded over 400 deals to date and
has had over £160 million invested on the platform. All
investments made through Seedrs offer voting shares
to investors and use professional-grade subscription
agreements. This ensures that investors get the same level
of protection that angel investors and venture capitalists
enjoy.
Seedrs is backed by star fund manager Neil Woodford,
Augmentum Capital, Faber Ventures and over 1,000 of
its own customers. It was the first equity crowdfunding
platform in the world to gain regulatory approval and is
authorised by the UK Financial Conduct Authority.

SyndicateRoom – in their own words

SyndicateRoom pioneered the investor-led™ model,
whereby you can invest in companies backed by
professional investors. SyndicateRoom is the platform
where accomplished investors make smarter investments,
together. You can easily follow the investment decisions of
top-tier professionals and join syndicates of investors as
they back the UK’s most trailblazing CEOs.
In 2016 SyndicateRoom launched ‘SR Equity Capital
Markets’ which allows its members to invest into unique
investment opportunities in the London Stock Exchange,
including exclusive private placings. More recently
SyndicateRoom launched Fund Twenty8™, the first
ever passive EIS tracker fund that aims to replicate the
outstanding performance of the platform, generating a
wide portfolio of EIS investments.

Our highly selective sourcing policy means that
we only take forward the businesses that meet our
investment criteria and will strongly resonate with our
investors. These are growing UK businesses that have
past the proof of concept stage, are already generating
revenue and have a clear path to profitability.

CODE Investing – in their own words

The leading marketplace for SME growth capital.
Matching successful growing businesses with intelligent
investors, so everyone gets a chance to profit.
Code Investing is one of the UK’s leading alternative
investment platforms. We allow high performing businesses
to raise growth capital via our exclusive investor network.
We differ from crowdfunding platforms because we have
a vested interest in the businesses that raise with us – we
aim to invest in every successfully funded company.
It means that as a business, you know we will do our
utmost to ensure your raise is successful. As an investor,
you can trust that every investment opportunity we offer
has passed a rigorous due diligence process.
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Angels Den – in their own words

Angels Den has a 9-year track record of funding early
stage companies, both online and offline, and over 90% of
these are still in business. With ambitious growth plans, we
were recently listed as one of the top 50 fastest growing UK
Fintech companies.
What makes us different is finding an active “lead”
investor for every deal, giving experienced business people
the opportunity to really get involved. This active and
committed involvement is as important to a company’s
success as their financial investment. There is no better
mentor than one who has invested their own money,
especially when they have been through our unrivalled
Masterclass education programme.
Once we have secured a lead investor who has met the
company and written a due diligence report, we open the
investment opportunity up to other wealthy investors to coinvest online, showing them every document they need to
make an investment decision.
We are not a classic “crowd” model, aimed at hundreds of
small investors through big PR campaigns. We blend online
investing with the very best of angel principles, gained from
our years of experience in how to select awesome business
then create brilliant partnerships with investors that
generate scalable and sustainable businesses.
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Industry context
Equity crowdfunding has had a revolutionary impact
year origination amount is dwarfed by the previous
on the accessibility of growth capital for young UK
year.
companies. According to the Liberum AltFi Volume
Index UK, the sector has provided over £368m of
Figure 1 shows the growth of the industry broken
equity capital to growing UK companies since
down by platform. The grey bars reflect the
2011. Indeed, the sector is on track to raise
volumes funded beyond the scope of this
over £130m in 2016 alone. However,
report, as well as an extrapolation of
Equity
while these numbers suggest that
the prevailing 9-month growth rate
crowdfunding
crowdfunding is an increasingly
through to year end 2016. Given the
meaningful part of the SME funding
sharp slowdown of volumes in Q3, an
volume set to
landscape, it is also worth noting the
extrapolation of the 9-month rate could
slow
year
on
recent slowdown in momentum. Our
prove generous if Q3 proves to be the
year
extrapolation suggests that 2016 looks
new normal.
set to be the first year in which the full

Figure 1 - Equity crowdfunding issuance - £ value originated
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•

Solid Grey bar represents Q3 2016.

•

Hatched grey bar represents extrapolation for Q4 2016 at 9month historic growth rate
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It is inevitable that Brexit will have played a part in
But within the detail there also seem to be indications
causing the slowdown seen in Q3 of this year, impacting that there is a wider trend at play. Any issuance
both the issuer and investor side. Equity issuance
that was achieved in Q3 occurred at the larger
involves significant planning, and the
platforms. In fact, the market share data
uncertainty created will have inevitably
shows a marked shift towards the larger
Only
prompted companies to reconsider
players in the period, while a number of
three
their plans. On top of that, while the
the smaller platforms have not funded
platforms
FTSE makes new highs due to the high
any further deals since 30 June.
weighting of $ denominated earnings,
managed to fund
mid and small cap indices have underIf confidence returns in Q4, there may
campaigns in
performed due to their more domestic
be pent up demand and a ready pipeline
Q3 2016
bias, and UK domiciled startup companies
of deals on hold to drive a re-acceleration
are likely to be even more reliant on
in Q4. But, without a rebound, the industry
domestic earnings, at least in the early stage
may need to re-adjust for a lower rate of
of their development. These factors would have been
growth, and that could mean a shake out of the
compounded by a simple loss of confidence caused by
smaller players.
the surprise outcome of the 23 June vote which may
have discouraged investors.

Figure 2 - Platform market share by £ issuance last 7 quarters
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Figure 2 shows the market shares of the six platforms
that make up this report: only three platforms
contributed any volume at all in Q3.

Industries that have raised finance through
Equity Crowdfunding
One of the clear benefits of a
crowdfunding raise to a growing
company is the brand champions
that are created by recruiting a large
number of investor supporters. Not
only do the new investors create a
network effect that can have a highly
beneficial impact on the brand of the
relevant company, but the very act of
posting a campaign on a crowdfunding
platform may also attract useful publicity for the
company. As such it stands to reason that the most
compelling logic for an equity crowdfunding campaign
is for consumer discretionary and consumer staples
companies.

The emerging
sector bias is not
towards the consumer
sectors specifically but
towards consumer facing
businesses in general
whatever the sector

Equity Crowdfunding has
established broad appeal

2015’s ‘Where are they now?’
revealed that equity crowdfunding
was reaching further than ever before.
While the sector continues to reach a
broad spread of industries and spans a wider
spectrum of company ages at the time of the
fund raise, further progress on each front is stalling.

Figure 3 - Evolution of sectors funded by £ issuance
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Figure 4 - Average size of raise by platform
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It is interesting to observe other sectors showing
significant issuance. Other well-represented sectors
include Technology and Financials. At this point AltFi
Data will indulge in a rare moment of subjectivity to
highlight that most of this represents tech and finance
companies with a consumer-oriented offering. For
example, challenger banks, digital only banks and other
alternative finance platforms are all well represented
in the high amount of ‘financials’ sector capital raised.
These financial businesses tend to be very consumeroriented. Meanwhile, though tech offerings have a
strong appeal as an investment proposition generally, it
is interesting to note that they too are skewed towards
B2C, rather than B2B offerings.
As such, we argue that the emerging bias is not
towards the consumer sectors specifically, but towards
consumer-facing businesses in general – whatever the
sector.

SyndicateRoom

Code Investing

VentureFounders

Stabilization in Size of campaigns funded
2015 was notable for the meaningful increase in the
average size of campaigns funded. Average campaign
size rose from £292,000 in 2014 to £419,000 in 2015.
That trend has now stabilized in 2016, with the average
fund raise size in 2016 showing only a slight rise from
2015 at £447,000.
With respect to size, the platform that stands out
as delivering the biggest fund raises by a significant
factor is VentureFounders. The average size of a
VentureFounders raise was just under £2million. This
was closely followed by Code Investing who delivered a
huge increase in average size, raised from just £284k to
over £1.5million.
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Age of Crowdfunded Companies
at Fundraise

of funding remains stable at three years.
Against this backdrop VentureFounders
again stands out. The average age of the
There is a perception that companies
VentureFounders companies funded at VentureFounders
who use crowdfunding as a means of
is over 10 years. Equally interesting
again stands out
accessing capital are young startups.
is the trend. While the age of
This is true on occasion, but the majority
companies funded at other platforms
have been established for a number of
is either creeping up slowly, stable, or
years prior to their raise.
falling, VentureFounders is extending its
differentiation on this factor, with average age
Since 2011 the overall trend in average age at time
rising sharply from 6.6 years to 10.2 years.

Figure 5 - Company age at fund raise showing average
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Figure 6 - Company age at fund raise showing platform trends
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Industry players
This report covers six UK crowdfunding platforms.
We offer a breakdown of the current status of
companies that have raised finance through the
following crowdfunding platforms:

Launch of ‘Crowdfunding’ offering

Volume Funded to

Volume Funded to

end September 2015

end September 2016

Crowdcube

2011

£94.4

£165.4

Seedrs

2012

£40.7

£69.0

SyndicateRoom

2013

£37.8

£57.4

Code Investing

2013

£6.8

£13.2

Angels Den

2013

£15.8

£21.4

VentureFounders

2014

£11.4

£26.8

AltFi Data tracks volume funded by monitoring
crowdfunding campaigns that appear on the websites
of the crowdfunding site. As a result, we do not count
deals funded off-line. This ensures that we track

investment opportunities that have been shown to the
‘crowd’ via an online portal. We regard this as the best
representation of ‘crowdfunding’ volumes that we can
verify consistently.
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Sector Specialisations
Our research reveals an interesting sector breakdown
between the platforms, suggesting evolving specialties.
Crowdcube continues to dominate the consumer
discretionary segment. This is a reflection of the
platform’s significant marketing spend and expertise,
which translate into a strong brand presence and the
highest number of registered users – 300,000 at the last
count.

Crowdcube
continues
to dominate
the consumer
discretionary
segment

Meanwhile, Seedrs has established a clear lead in
financial businesses. As explored above, these tend
to be consumer-facing finance companies. Seedrs has
invested heavily in a nominee structure which brings a
range of benefits, including easing the administrative

Seedrs has
established a
clear lead in
financials

Figure 7 - £ issuance by sector 2011 - 2016
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burden for companies who previously had to manage
an extensive register of shareholders. It may be that
the merits of this structure are most clearly understood
by companies and founders in the financial sector.
on a company of managing an extensive register of
shareholders. It may be that the merits of this structure
are most clearly understood by companies and
founders in the financial sector.

Syndicateroom
have developed a
clear specialization
in healthcare

SyndicateRoom has developed a clear specialization
in healthcare. This is likely a reflection of the platform’s
geographical and philosophical proximity to the
research and innovation hubs around the University of
Cambridge.

Figure 8 - £ issuance by sector H1 2016
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STATUS DEFINITIONS
After collecting the data we assigned a status to
each crowdfunded company. For 2016 we have added
a further definition – ‘Green Minus’. A ‘Green Minus
represents a down round i.e. where the company has
gone on to raise further capital at a lower valuation.
Last year these companies would have been defined
as ‘amber’. While a down round is clearly a negative
outcome for investors, it allows us to distinguish
between companies which are showing signs of
difficulty and have not shown an ability to access new
capital, versus companies which might not have evolved
to plan but still have access to equity capital.
The definitions used are listed below:

Exit

Green MINUS (down round)
Evidence found that the company has raised further
capital at a lower valuation. This category represents
companies that continue to trade but where investor
value has been impaired by a capital raise at a lower
valuation.

Amber
Company exhibits one or more of the following
criteria:
•

Investors’ initial capital, plus a premium, has been
returned after a successful exit.

Green PLUS (Up Round)

•

Evidence found that the company has raised further
capital at a higher valuation.

Not contactable by telephone over a 3 week period
AND exhibited one or more of the following:
•
Not responding to email or website form
enquiries
•
Social media presence exhibits a significant
interruption to usual pattern or has ceased to
be active e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn
•
Company website off-line
•
Late statutory filings at Companies House
Company has restructured to preserve the value of
investors initial investment

Red
Green
All indications suggest company is trading. Whilst we
cannot judge how well the company is trading versus
expectations our survey results leave us satisfied that
the company does not fall into any other category.

Company exhibits one or more of the following
criteria strongly indicative of a business failure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listed as ‘dissolved’ at Companies House
Listed as ‘in administration’ at Companies House
Listed as ‘in liquidation’ at Companies House
Company website indicates trading has ceased
Funding platform confirms that company has
stopped trading
Directors of the Company have indicated that
company has stopped trading
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METHODOLOGY
The information gathered in this report is derived
from two sources:

Companies House data is not always timely:
•

•
•

Companies house filings
Survey data

Companies House Filings
Companies incorporated and dissolved in the UK
are required by law to make this information publicly
available through Companies House, a government
agency sponsored by the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills.
The report draws current company status direct from
Companies House.
Filing Annual Accounts and Returns with Companies
House is a statutory requirement for all UK registered
companies. Companies are penalised when they
fail to file appropriate accounts and annual return
documentation. Late filings may simply be an
administrative oversight, but they can also be an
indication that a company is facing difficulties. We
have therefore used late filings as one of a number of
clues which suggest the company might be categorised
as amber, albeit this information was always
supplemented by survey data.

•

•
•

Accounts and annual returns are only filed once a
year, so it may take up to 18 months for a problem
to show up in Companies House records.
The process of a company going into administration
or being dissolved can be lengthy, taking up to 18
months, and therefore there is the possibility that
companies which are in difficulty will not yet be
highlighted.
Companies House data is occasionally incomplete,
unintelligible or inaccurate.
Companies with no creditors can continue to file
accounts with Companies House indefinitely despite
not actively trading.

As a result of these shortcomings, information
from Companies House was supplemented by survey
evidence.

We also used Companies House data to support
valuation analysis used to estimate the uplift in value
created by follow on funding rounds.
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Report Limitations

Survey Data
As a result of the possible delay between changes in
a company’s status and reporting to Companies House,
that data was supplemented with survey analysis.

A report into the status of recently funded companies
in a new segment of finance needs to carry a number of
caveats, including:

All companies that have received financing through
crowdfunding campaigns were surveyed over a period
of eight weeks in August and September 2016. We have
detailed data behind all of our survey findings.

•

•

Survey methods
To establish a company status, referred to in the
Status Definitions above, we used a range of survey
methods.
•
•
•
•

Telephone calls
Emails
Observation of web activity
Observation of social media activity

This approach does include some subjectivity,
but, used in conjunction with the Companies House
information, we can be confident in the accuracy of the
classifications.

•

Sample Size – The number of companies surveyed,
particularly in 2011 and 2012, is too small to serve
as a representative sample.
Short History – Establishing a measure of investor
returns in young companies takes time. Most
business plans include forecasts for two or three
years. As such, that is a reasonable indication of the
minimum time required to establish how a company
is developing against expectations.
Exposure to recently funded companies - The final
issue is, to some extent, a combination of the above.
For the bulk of the companies in this sample less
than two years have passed since funding. These
companies have not yet had much chance of failing
or offering a realisation opportunity.

The depth and utility of this data set will improve
significantly over time, allowing greater conviction in the
conclusions.
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HEADLINE FINDINGS

HEADLINE FINDINGS – WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
The data reveals the proportion of companies that are
showing no sign of difficulties or that have realised a
return for investors, by cohort:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2011 = 24%
2012 = 88%
2013 = 55%
2014 = 76%
2015 = 91%
H1 2016 = 97%

This includes all companies that have either:
•
•
•

delivered a return to investors via an exit
have done a further capital raise at a higher
valuation
are showing no signs of distress and have not
issued further equity

i.e. this is the proportion of companies with the status:
‘Exit’
‘Green plus’
‘Green’

Figure 9 - % of companies defined as ‘success’ by annual cohort
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2016

Broadly these companies can be deemed to have so
far proved to be a ‘success’.
We can expand this definition to also include ‘green
minus’ companies i.e. companies that continue to trade
but where investors have been impaired by a down
round:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2011 = 95%
2012 = 91%
2013 = 63%
2014 = 81%
2015 = 94%
H1 2016 = 98%

This includes all companies that have either:
• delivered a return to investors via an exit
• have done a further capital raise at a higher
valuation
• are showing no signs of distress and have not
issued further equity
• are showing no signs of distress but have issued
further equity at a lower valuation
i.e. this is the proportion of companies with the status:
‘Exit’
‘Green plus’
‘Green’
‘Green Minus’

Figure 10 - % of companies defined as ‘success’ by annual cohort – including down rounds
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We consider these summary figures to be the simplest
representation of the proportion of companies that
amount to a ‘success’ for investors - albeit the former
definition represents a higher standard of ‘success’. The
former category has caused investors no concerns as
yet. Meanwhile the latter category comprises very much
‘going concerns’, but investors are nursing some form of
paper loss.
The sample sizes in 2011 and 2012 are too small to
be representative. Equally, not enough time has passed
for either the 2015, or H1 2016 sample to have deviated
significantly from plan. Arguably, this leaves 2013 and
2014 as the most representative samples.
Finding an appropriate benchmark to contextualise
this is extremely difficult as reliable data is hard to come
by. A 2012 study by Shikhar Ghosh, a senior lecturer
at Harvard Business School, concluded that as many
as 75% of US venture-backed companies do not return

investors’ capital. In the US there is an oft quoted, but
rarely substantiated, mantra that ‘9 out of 10’ start-ups
fail. Meanwhile in the UK, a study by insurer RSA in 2014
suggested that 55% of SMEs fail in their first five years of
existence.
In the twelve months that have passed since last year’s
study there has been some drift towards this mean but,
broadly, equity crowdfunded companies continue to
do better than the suggested 75% failure rate quoted
above. Given that the 2011 and 2010 cohorts are too
small to offer statistical significance, readers should
instead consider the 2013 and 2014 cohorts. These
cohorts have been operating for long enough for
problems to have emerged, but continue to see 63%
and 81% respectively of companies still trading. Whilst
these figures drop marginally when we include ‘down
rounds’ they remain respectable. They are certainly
more positive than the failure estimates of more than
two thirds, quoted above.

Figure 11 – Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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More granular analysis showing the detail of the
prevailing company status gives us an even better
understanding of how the asset class is developing.
This allows us to discern how bad the news is
regarding companies that are failing. Outright failures,
represented as ‘red’, make up over 30% of the 2013
cohort. Whilst this is a significant outperformance
versus commonly accepted rates of failure, it still
represents a notable deterioration since last year’s
report – when the rate of failures was just over 15%.
Equally, we can observe that, excluding the statistically
insignificant 2011 cohort, up rounds significantly
outnumber down rounds. This suggests many more
investors are sitting on paper profits than losses. Finally,
the number of ‘exits’ has risen from one at this time
last year, to five today. After last year’s success of E-Car
Club, Crowdcube can now also boast about Camden

Town Brewery and Wool and the Gang. Whilst the latter
was at only a small premium, Camden Town was sold
to quoted multi-national AB Inbev at a reported 67%
premium. Meanwhile Angel’s Den is claiming two exits,
albeit a sale price could not be confirmed in either case.
There is some evidence that company problems
are emerging sooner. Last year, the youngest cohort
showed no sign of distress or failure. But this year
it already includes some problem companies. The
success of start-up equity is sufficiently idiosyncratic to
suggest this could just be an unfortunate symptom of
the growth in the sample size. However, it is sufficiently
statistically significant to merit close attention in future
reports.
The chart below shows the evolution of company
status from the time of last year’s report to today.

Figure 12 – Status of companies by annual cohort measured expressed in %
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Figure 13 – Status of companies by annual cohort measured expressed as % showing this year’s status compared to last year
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Platform Findings
Figure 14 – Crowdcube - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 15 – Seedrs - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 16 – Syndicate Room - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 17 – Angels Den - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 18 – Venture Founders - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 19 – Code Investing - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Sector Findings
The data set is now approaching a size where we can
attempt to identify trends in the sector data. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, given their disproportionate size, the
majority of exits have come from the two consumer
sectors – consumer staples and consumer discretionary.
But both of these sectors also have their fair share
of ‘problem’ raises. Perhaps the most encouraging
sector at this stage is financials, which shows both a
high proportion of ‘up rounds’ and a low failure rate. A
similarly strong case can be made for industrials where
a marginally higher failure rate is offset by an exit.

Figure 20 –Sector Analysis - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in £ value raised
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Figure 21 –Sector Analysis - Status of companies by annual cohort expressed in %
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AGGREGATED RETURN ANALYSIS
If we assume a monetary value for each of our
categories we can make an estimate of the return that
could have been achieved by an investor.

Red
Value at zero

Amber
Value at 25% of par except in the case of a…

Green MINUS ‘down-round’
Calculate the actual value reduction using Companies
House submissions.

Green
Value at par i.e. money invested

Green PLUS (Up Round)
Establish the average valuation uplift achieved in
the latest follow on raise using Companies House
submissions.

Realisation

Clearly any such analysis is purely an estimate and the
values attributed to each category are subjective:

Red
Whilst we have assumed that all companies
categorised as Red are worth zero there could in
fact be scenarios where investors saw some of their
money back. Nonetheless we see zero as a realistic
approximation.

Amber
Even if a company categorised as amber does indeed
fail it may not be worth zero. One could also argue that
a company could recover from amber – albeit we have
not seen any examples of this in our research. We see
25% as a conservative estimate of the effective value of
an amber company.

Green MINUS ‘down-round’
To establish the value of the companies that have
done follow on capital raises at lower valuations we
established the change in valuation achieved by the
subsequent round and adjusted the return to the
original investors to reflect any dilution from the
issuance of new shares.

Green
This research has not explored whether or not
companies categorised as green are performing in
line, below, or ahead of expectations. We have merely
identified that they are active.

Green PLUS
To establish the value of the companies that have
done follow on capital raises at higher valuations
we established the change in valuation achieved by
the subsequent round and adjusted the return to
the original investors to reflect any dilution from the
issuance of new shares.

Value the % return assumed to have been achieved,
by the original crowdfund investors, on successful exit.
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To calculate the investor return we have factored
in both any change in valuation, as well as the
dilution caused by the new issue of shares.
An Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
calculation was then used to establish
the portfolio return of the sample of
companies.
This return amounts to 8.55%
expressed as an IRR. This can be equated

to an annualised effective compounded return rate.
Given that our sample includes capital raises
across a period of time an IRR is the best
way to reflect the return that might has
on
been achieved to September 30th 2016.

Based
our analysis
of the IRR of the
crowd portfolio
is 8.55%

If we also factor in the beneficial effect
of EIS/SEIS then the IRR rises to 19.14%.

Figure 22 – IRR of the overall portfolio and split into cohorts
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CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Sector issuance is slowing down
Sector issuance consistently favours consumer facing offerings
A high proportion of crowdfunded companies remain active –
73.60% of the capital raised in the 2011, 2012 and 2013 cohorts are
still trading. i.e. even in the older cohorts the survival rate remains
high
As the age of the sample has developed the number of failures has
increased, as has the number of exits and up rounds
This trend holds true in the cohorts that are most statistically
significant - 2013 and 2014
Up rounds out number down rounds in all cohorts. Indeed at least
a high teens percentage of companies in the 2014, 2013, 2012 and
2011 cohorts, have gone on to raise capital at a higher valuation
The annualized IRR across the portfolio, based of our valuation
assumptions, is 8.55%. In effect the average annual return across
companies since inception has been 8.55p for every £1 invested. This is
before any adjustment is made for tax

The high proportion
of companies that
have gone on to raise
capital at higher
valuations mollifies
concerns relating to
high valuations at
the outset

This report has sought to emphasise the young age of this sample as an
important consideration in the context of the long-term nature of investment
returns in young companies. Equally important is the economic backdrop. The
economic environment has been benign throughout the period. This factor
should also be considered when appraising the present status of crowdfunded
companies. It is very likely that a more challenging economic climate would have
resulted in more failures, due to a more difficult trading environment and as a
result of a more limited access to further capital.
We have emphasised the imperfect nature of an IRR analysis on a small and
young data set. In fact, our reluctance to set too much store by the IRR calculation
results in us not disclosing platform level IRR analysis as we do not think the
output would be deserving of the attention that it would inevitably attract.
Putting these caveats to one side, our conclusion on the face of the data is
that these results are positive. At this stage the success rate of crowdfunded
companies is impressive, and particularly helped by the assistance of the EIS/
SEIS regime, the returns look attractive. Whilst there have been concerns that
valuations can seem generous, and that disclosures may not meet the standards
required by professional investors in early stage companies, thus far the survival
rate is impressively high. Equally, the high proportion of companies that have
gone on to raise capital at higher valuations mollifies concerns relating to high
valuations at the outset.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFECTIVE DISCLOSURE
AltFi Data believes that accessing the crowd for capital places obligations on
those raising funds and operating platforms. Accessing the retail investor for
funding brings a responsibility to allow the enlightened appraisal of likely return.
To achieve this, platforms need to offer sufficient transparency to allow the
investor to appraise a specific campaign and to identify the success rate of past
campaigns.

DISCLOSURE
Ensuring that investors recognise the risk that their principal may not be
returned at all means they only proceed with an investment at a valuation which
offers the prospect of a return sufficient to compensate. This is even more
important given that the process of price discovery in crowdfunding faces obvious
challenges:
•
•

investors may have a relative lack of experience
there is an absence of proxies and no live secondary market pricing
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Quoted markets offer live secondary market pricing and significant regulatory
scrutiny which brings some protections to investors that are not available in
the crowdfunding sector. Without these structural informational advantages,
crowdfunding should do everything it can to ensure the crowd has the necessary
information to arrive at a reasonable valuation. Ultimately, the long term success
of this industry requires that companies are funded at a fair price. Too high
and the investors will stop coming back, too low and issuing companies will go
elsewhere. A transparent history of past campaigns is central to making sure that
companies are valued reasonably.
But the logic for doing this goes beyond the needs to protect retail investors.
For crowdfunding to successfully access capital, of all types over the long-term, it
needs to develop standards of disclosure to provide investors with confidence.
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RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICE
Effective disclosures should allow investors to appraise both the specific
attractions of an individual campaign and the historic performance of all
campaigns that have previously been funded. To allow for the latter, AltFi
Data believes that the industry would be well served by encouraging two
developments:
1. Platforms should encourage uniform standards for reporting basic statistics
e.g. volume funded by ‘the crowd’
2. Platforms should encourage independent third party verification of the
performance of past campaigns to allow for appraisal of success rates, to
a standard methodology, at both the individual platform, and aggregate
industry level

Standardisation
allows like for like
comparison

Standard Definitions
Standardisation allows like for like comparison and is an essential method by
which an emerging asset can be subject to due diligence. In turn, it can help to
establish investor confidence which will fuel adoption amongst other investors.
Platforms should recognize that creating standard definitions and, perhaps in
time, standard disclosures, would encourage investment. Crowdfunding currently
lacks this standardization, even with regard to the simplest metric of all – volume
funded. This encourages platforms to disclose all manner of numbers to different
standards. As well as encouraging an ‘arms-race’ type mentality, this makes it hard
to perform analysis on a consistent basis. Establishing a volume standard would
serve as the bedrock for encouraging due diligence. For example, ‘returns’ can
only be calculated if the amount of capital raised has first been calculated to a
consistent standard.
AltFi Data notes the profoundly positive effect that the P2PFA have had on the
UK P2P sector by encouraging disclosures to standard definitions. Crowdfunding
platforms should also try to speak with one voice to serve their collective
interests.

Independent Verification of success rates
In September of this year, Seedrs revealed a portfolio update. They recorded
the prevailing status of all the companies that they had funded and assigned
‘paper’ valuations. This disclosure should be highly commended and represents
an enormous step forward in the provision of useful data to investors to allow
meaningful due diligence. Seedrs had the valuation methodology signed off
by Ernst & Young as adhering to International Private Equity Valuation (IPEV)

Seedrs
are leading
the way with
effective
disclosure to
investors
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Guidelines. The approach also showed strong similarities to ‘Where are they
now?’, as it makes an assessment of a company’s value based on prevailing status.
This kind of disclosure also seems to be in line with the FCA’s current thinking ,
as it has stated that it is considering whether to:
“mandate additional disclosures, for example setting out how many businesses that
raised funds have since failed and how many have had successful pay-outs.”
AltFi Data believes that the crowdfunding sector should embrace this kind of
disclosure. Establishing a clear understanding of historic returns is central to the
emergence of a new asset class. Providing this kind of information
can create confidence amongst investors and encourage further
investment. However, to facilitate the right level of scrutiny to creates
confidence the sector must present due diligence in a format that is
easy to consume. In practice this means a format that is:
•
•
•
•

Standardised across platforms to allow like for like comparison
Consistent in terms of definition and calculation methodologies
Credible, ideally by being aggregated by an independent third
party
Easy to consume from one location rather than being fragmented
across the various providers

AltFi Data
recommends that
all platforms in the
crowdfunding sector
should disclose the
prevailing status of
companies that have
raised money on
their platform

AltFi Data recommends that all platforms in the crowdfunding
sector should disclose the prevailing status of companies that have
raised money on their platform. They should enact this whether or
not it becomes mandated by the regulator, as they all stand to benefit from the
improved confidence that effective disclosure would create.. We also suggest
that the sector could maximise the efficacy of these disclosures by allowing
independent third party verification of the data. This would ensure that investors
are delivered the information in a manner that is consistent, credible and easy
to consume. In turn, this approach would have a hugely beneficial effect on
establishing a credible track record for the asset class.
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ABOUT

AltFi Data is the leading provider of data and analysis
for the rapidly growing alternative finance sector.
We allow originators to credibly represent asset
performance and we allow investors to perform due
diligence and review real time alternative asset market
trends.

Why clarity matters

AltFi Data provide a number of alternative finance
indices including:

Our lawyers understand the importance of getting
deals done swiftly and painlessly – so we deliver the
highest quality advice as clearly and concisely as
possible, no matter how complex the situation.

•
•
•

Liberum AltFi Returns Index
Liberum AltFi Volume Index UK
Liberum AltFi Volume Index Europe

We offer our clients clarity. Clear thinking applied to
their needs and objectives, and clarity in the way we
deliver our advice. We favour plain English over
legal jargon.

What we do
What sets Nabarro apart is our commitment to
understanding our clients’ business objectives.
We’ve developed a reputation for giving positive and
practical advice, based on a higher than average
degree of no-nonsense commercial awareness,
and a genuinely entrepreneurial spirit.

The AltFi Data Analytics tool allows loan originators
to represent lending track records to encourage due
diligence and investment and allows investors to review
market trends.
Find more details at http://www.altfi.com/data

Nabarro is a leading international law firm and
we’re happy to discuss any of your business
needs. The sectors where we have a particular
specialism include Healthcare and Life Sciences,
Infrastructure, Real Estate and Technology.
DATA TAPE

Logistical support provided by:

For the full data set behind this report,
including individual company survey findings,
valuation analysis, and platform by platform
IRR’s, please contact: data@altfi.com
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DISCLAIMER

This material is the commercial property of AltFi Data Limited and may

AltFi Data and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or

not be disclosed or distributed to any third party without the express

take positions in securities and/or investment products of companies

permission of AltFi Data. You shall not remove or modify any disclaimer

mentioned in this communication (or in any related investment) and may

or copyright or trademark notice contained in any material. If you have

from time to time dispose of any such positions.

received this material in error, please immediately notify the sender and
destroy the material.

This material has been prepared and issued by AltFi Data. AltFi Data
is a trading name of AltFi Data Limited. Registered Address: 162 High

This material is for information only and it should not be regarded as an
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy. It is based on current public

Street, Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BB. Registered in England, Company number
09054761

information and/or from sources which AltFi Data believes to be reliable,
but the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or correct sequencing of the
information included herein cannot be guaranteed. Neither AltFi Data
nor any source will be liable for the accuracy of, or availability of, such
information or will have any duty to verify, correct, complete or update
any material. Neither AltFi Data nor any source will be liable for any loss,
cost, claim or damage (including direct, indirect or consequential damages
or lost profits) arising out of or otherwise relating to any material
or the use or access to or unavailability of any material. Any
information or opinions contained herein are subject to
change without notice.
Unless stated otherwise, this material is not
investment research or a research recommendation for
the purposes of FCA rules or a research report under U.S.
securities laws. It is provided on the understanding that AltFi
Data is not acting in a fiduciary capacity and it is not a personal
recommendation to you. Any securities or investment products
referred to may not be suitable for you and this material should not be
relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgement.
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